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“Once I pay alimony and child support, I won’t have enough to live on. How can I reduce it?” “My 
16 year old refuses to visit her father. Am I going to be in contempt of court if I don’t make her 
go?” Brette McWhorter Sember, a retired divorce attorney and a widely-published author on the 
subject, answers hundreds of questions like these in simple layman’s terms—covering everything 
from living under a separation agreement to dividing assets and debts—in The Complete Divorce 
Handbook.  
 
Whether you want a divorce or are opposed to it, the process is not only a complicated emotional 
transition, but it can also turn into a detailed legal proceeding. The Complete Divorce Handbook 
provides the essential information and examines such subjects as: 
 

 reasons for a divorce 

 what a legal separation means 

 how to handle a divorce yourself or find an attorney to manage it for you 

 the benefits of mediation 

 helping children cope with parental conflict 

 child and spousal support 

 planning for your future, and much more.  
 

A list of resources and sample forms round out this comprehensive handbook.  Looking at divorce 
from all angles—legal, social, psychological, and financial—The Complete Divorce Handbook  is 
a resource that speaks to everyone, from those just starting to contemplate breaking up a marriage, 
to those trying to renegotiate an unsatisfactory financial settlement. 
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